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Effect of Changes in the Titne Variables in Memorizing, Together
with some Discussion of the Technique of Memory Experi-
mentation. JOHN A. BERGSTRSM. Amer. Journ. Psych.,
1907, XVIII., 206-238.
This paper is divided into seven sections. In the first the writer

points out the psychological and pedagogical meanings of the prob-
lem of the effect of altering the various time factors in memorizing.
He also notes that the study is complicated by the fact that although
exposure-times and intervals between members of series can be accu-
rately limited and although the pulses of ' conscious attention ' can be
made fairly parallel to the objective series of impressions, yet the
nervous processes involved cannot be thus severed and may perhaps
overlap. The second section contains a brief account of the methods
of procedure thus far employed in memory investigations. The writer
supplies for Erlernungsmethode and Treffermethode the happy
English equivalents of ' method of complete memorizing' and
' method of right associates.' The third section deals with experi-
mental technique, and describes a noteworthy compound interrupter
and exposure-drum designed by the writer. The most signal advan-
tage of this apparatus is that it makes easy the independent and meas-
urable variation of the three time-factors in memorizing series, namely,
the exposure-time of the members, the intervals between exposures,
and the interval between presentations of the series as a whole.

The fourth section describes a series of experiments made in 1895-
by Superintendent Sanders in cooperation with the writer. The
method used was a form of the method of retained members (Methode
der erhaltenen Glieder) to which the writer does not apply any par-
ticular name. The presentation was oral. The experiments were
not extensive but would seem to indicate that ' the acquisition and
retention of a series of associable words varies approximately as the
logarithm of the interval at which the words are spoken, the shortest
interval being that which barely permits a clear pronunciation.' The
intervals compared were 0.5, 2 and 3 seconds. The learning of series
of letters in accidental order proved much less dependent upon the
interval between the members. Supplementary experiments tended
to show that ' dysassociable' words stand half way between letters and
easily associable words in their dependence upon this interval. The.
fifth section reports work done in 1903—1904 with the apparatus men-
tioned above, by Superintendent Herrington, also in cooperation with
the writer. This work included three sets of experiments, with series
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of syllables, one set for each of the three time-variables, ( i ) Varia-
tion of the exposure-time had little effect on the results. The times
tested were 41, 82, 164 and 3-iSir. The second was most agreeable
to the subjects. (2) Increasing the intervals between syllables de-
creased the number of omissions and wrong insertions, but increased
the number (relatively very small) of mistakes in order. (3) Increas-
ing the interval between presentations of the series decreased the num-
ber of errors.

The sixth section of the paper describes the work with time-vari-
ables of Miss T. L. Smith, Ebbinghaus, Jost, Miss Lottie Steffens,
Ogden, Frl. Ephrussi and Reuther. The seventh section furnishes
the writer's own construction of all the data in hand. Alteration of
the time variables certainly affects ' the reception and association of
the impression,' that is, ' the amount of apperceptive apprehension of
the material and its connections.' However, the increase of difficulty
in memorizing with decrease in the intervals may well be due in part
to the repressing of motor reaction to the series-members and in part
to the cutting short, by the reception of a new impression, ' of a more
or less unconscious organizing process continuing some time after the
impression has been received and necessary for its permanence and
revivability.'

In the opinion of the reviewer, the writer has not taken sufficient
pains to bring out his points succinctly but has made the text of this
valuable paper unnecessarily hard reading.

E. A. McC. GAMBLE.

COM,EGE.

Problems in the Analysis of the Me77iory Consciousness. F . KUHL-
MANN. Journ. Philos., Psychol. and Scient. Methods, 1907, IV.,

5-13-
Mr. Kuhlmann in stating the main problem now at issue in the

analysis of the memory consciousness lays stress upon the presence in
memory of organic factors. The discovery, he says, of such organic
factors in recognition has caused a wide divergence from the view of
memory as made up of special sense-images. There arises, however,
the fundamental question whether these organic factors are ' organic
images ' or ' actual organic sensations' — a question whose answer
involves the building up of a psychology of organic sensations. If
this question were answered, we should have left the purely analytical
problem of the relation, in general, of organic images to special
sense-images in emotional and perceptive memory of their function


